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ALMOST GONE: THE WORLD'S RAREST ANIMALS (LET'S-READAND-FIND-OUT SCIENCE: STAGE 2 (LET'S-READ-AND-FIND-OUT
SCIENCE, STAGE 2)
let's-read-and-find-out about endangered animals have you seen a northern hairynosed wombat or an eastern barred bandicoot? these animals are so rare, they
might disappear forever, and they're not alone. read and find out about some of
the animals that are almost gone. introduce basic science concepts to young
Readable/Downloadable
children and help satisfy their curiosity about how the world w let's-read-andfind-out about endangered animals have you seen a northern hairy-nosed wombat
or an eastern barred bandicoot? these animals are so rare, they might disappear
forever, and they're not alone. read and find out about some of the animals that are
almost gone. introduce basic science concepts to young children and help satisfy
their curiosity about how the world works. ...more

THE RISE AND FALL OF ANCIENT ROME: AN ILLUSTRATED
MILITARY AND POLITICAL HISTORY OF THE WORLD'S
MIGHTIEST POWER: FROM THE RISE OF THE REPUBLIC AND THE
GROWTH OF THE EMPIRE TO THE FALL OF THE WEST
this superbly illustrated book offers an insight into the rise of rome, which, for six
centuries, ruled almost the whole known world. over 1500 years after rome's final
decline and fall, this detailed examination of the people, places and events of this
military and political empire will continue to fascinate.
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SUPER SOLDIER - THE 7 TOP HEALTH &AMP; FITNESS SECRETS
USED BY THE WORLD'S TOUGHEST COMMANDOS TO KILL JOINT
PAIN, HEAL INJURY, DIGEST SCAR TISSUE, AND BURN DISEASE
RIGHT OUT OF YOUR BODY
they leap, sprint, and attack with ultra-human strength and speed. they take out
other well-trained, super-strong, world-class enemy combatants -- often with their
bare hands. they endure long hours, bitter cold, brutal heat, disease-ridden
backwaters, chemical-laden sites, and unimaginably filthy conditions -- without
getting sick. they overcome excruciating pain, endure end they leap, sprint, and
attack with ultra-human strength and speed. they take out other well-trained,
super-strong, world-class enemy combatants -- often with their bare hands. they
endure long hours, bitter cold, brutal heat, disease-ridden backwaters, chemicalladen sites, and unimaginably filthy conditions -- without getting sick. they
overcome excruciating pain, endure endless torture (without buckling), and heal- Readable/Downloadable
up with mind-bending speed -- as though all they had was a hangnail. our stealthsecret commandos have to be this fit. the question is... how the hell do they do it?!
inside this amazing report, you’ll learn: how elite special forces troops eat: dietary
secrets your momma or the cafeteria lunch room lady never knew -- ways to
strengthen your body and your immune system, release your brain to work better,
and improve results in the sack, too. sleep secrets applied by elite troops -- who
don’t have the benefit of your comfy mattress, four walls, and a 9-to-5 schedule.
key workout principles that make these guys stronger, quicker, and able to endure
whatever conditions get thrown at ‘em. what nutritional supplements work, which
don’t, and why this is such an important part of the everyday mix. and plenty
more. captain chris reveals the never-publicly-released secrets that the world’s
toughest commandos swear by to stay healthy, strong, and disease-free. .more

JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, VOL 1: WORLD'S MOST DANGEROUS (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF
AMERICA VOL 3 #1-5)
following the events of throne of atlantis, it is deemed nessesary to create a new justice league. this new
superhero team is under the command of col. steve travor, of the united states military's a.r.g.u.s.
division(advanced research group uniting superhumans). signing up for duty with this new incarnation of the jla
are catwoman, katanna, green lantern, green arrow, mar following the events of throne of atlantis, it is deemed
nessesary to create a new justice league. this new superhero team is under the command of col. steve travor, of
the united states military's a.r.g.u.s. division(advanced research group uniting superhumans). signing up for duty
with this new incarnation of the jla are catwoman, katanna, green lantern, green arrow, martian manhunter, steve
trevor, hawkman, star girl and the long-awaited return of 80s superhero, vibe. collects issues #1-7. ...more
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SHOCK OF GRAY: THE AGING OF THE WORLD'S POPULATION AND
HOW IT PITS YOUNG AGAINST OLD, CHILD AGAINST PARENT,
WORKER AGAINST BOSS, COMPANY AGAINST RIVAL, AND
NATION AGAINST NATION
the new york times bestselling author of chin a , inc. reports on the astounding
economic and political ramifications of an aging world. the world&#8217;s
population is rapidly aging&#8212;by the year 2030, one billion people will be
sixty-five or older. as the ratio of the old to the young grows ever larger, global
aging has gone critical: for the first time in h the new york times bestselling author
of chin a , inc. reports on the astounding economic and political ramifications of
an aging world. the world&#8217;s population is rapidly aging&#8212;by the
year 2030, one billion people will be sixty-five or older. as the ratio of the old to
the young grows ever larger, global aging has gone critical: for the first time in
history, the number of people over age fifty will be greater than those under age
seventeen. few of us under&shy;stand the resulting massive effects on economies,
jobs, and families. everyone is touched by this issue&#8212;parents and children,
Readable/Downloadable
rich and poor, retirees and workers&#8212;and now veteran jour&shy;nalist ted c.
fishman masterfully and movingly explains how our world is being altered in
ways no one ever expected. what happens when too few young people must
support older people? how do shrinking families cope with aging loved ones?
what happens when countries need millions of young workers but lack them? how
do compa&shy;nies compete for young workers? why, exactly, do they shed old
workers? how are entire industries being both created and destroyed by
demographic change? how do communities and countries remake themselves for
ever-growing populations of older citizens? who will suffer? who will benefit?
with vivid and witty reporting from american cities and around the world, and
through compelling interviews with families, employers, workers, economists,
gerontologists, government officials, health-care professionals, corporate
executives, and small business owners, fishman reveals the astonishing and
interconnected effects of global aging, and why nations, cultures, and crucial
human relationships are changing in this timely, brilliant, and important read.
...more

THE WORLD'S BEST-KEPT BEAUTY SECRETS: HUNDREDS OF
INSIDER TIPS FROM THE WORLDS OF BEAUTY, DIET AND
FASHION
in the world's best-kept beauty secrets, author diane irons reveals hundreds of
insider tips on how to look and feel fabulous, inside and out, for practically
pennies. a former model and confidante to the stars, irons demystifies the hype
surrounding the costly products and fads of today's beauty industry. energize your
own great style and beauty with these amazing secrets in the world's best-kept
beauty secrets, author diane irons reveals hundreds of insider tips on how to look
and feel fabulous, inside and out, for practically pennies. a former model and
Readable/Downloadable
confidante to the stars, irons demystifies the hype surrounding the costly products
and fads of today's beauty industry. energize your own great style and beauty with
these amazing secrets included are supermodels' tips on using milk to exfoliate
skin, disguising breakouts in an instant with inexpensive products from your
medicine chest and dropping weight quickly and safely. also included are: -natural vitamin and herbal supplements --foods for fabulous skin --simple and
cost-effective at-home beauty remedies --diet-free secrets of losing weight use the
world's best-kept beauty secrets to find out what really works in beauty, diet and
fashion. ...more

A GENTLE CREATURE AND OTHER STORIES: WHITE NIGHTS; A GENTLE CREATURE; THE DREAM OF A
RIDICULOUS MAN (OXFORD WORLD'S CLASSICS)
in these stories, dostoevsky explores both the figure of the dreamer divorced from reality, and also his own ambiguous attitude
toward utopianism, themes central to his great novels. in white nights, the apparent idyll of the dreamer's romantic fantasies
disguises profound loneliness and estrangement from "living life." a gentle creature and the dream of a ridiculous man s in these
stories, dostoevsky explores both the figure of the dreamer divorced from reality, and also his own ambiguous attitude toward
utopianism, themes central to his great novels. in white nights, the apparent idyll of the dreamer's romantic fantasies disguises
profound loneliness and estrangement from "living life." a gentle creature and the dream of a ridiculous man show how
withdrawal from reality can end in spiritual desolation as well as moral indifference, and how, in dostoevsky's view, the tragedy
of the alienated individual can only be resolved by the rediscovery of a sense of compassion and responsibility toward other
people. no other edition brings together these specific stories--which are most interesting when read alongside one another--and
the new translations capture all the power and lyricism of dostoevsky's writing at its best. about the series: for over 100 years
oxford world's classics has made available the broadest spectrum of literature from around the globe. each affordable volume
reflects oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including
expert introductions by leading authorities, voluminous notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and
much more. ...more
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THE PRINCESS AND THE GOBLIN / PRINCESS AND CURDIE
(OXFORD WORLD'S CLASSICS (PRINCESS IRENE AND CURDIE #1-2)
two of george macdonald's most fascinating--and meaningful--novels for children.
princess irene and the intrepid curdie overthrow the kingdom of the goblins with
help from the princess's mysterious and powerful grandmother. more than just
children's stories, these novels hold deeper meanings for adult readers who are
interested in the spiritual life and the battle between two of george macdonald's
Readable/Downloadable
most fascinating--and meaningful--novels for children. princess irene and the
intrepid curdie overthrow the kingdom of the goblins with help from the princess's
mysterious and powerful grandmother. more than just children's stories, these
novels hold deeper meanings for adult readers who are interested in the spiritual
life and the battle between good and evil. newly designed and typeset by waking
lion press. ...more

THE EINKORN COOKBOOK: DISCOVER THE WORLD'S PUREST
AND MOST ANCIENT FORM OF WHEAT: DELICIOUS FLAVOR NUTRIENT-RICH - EASY TO DIGEST - NON-HYBRIDIZED
if you haven't heard of einkorn yet, get ready to get excited. easy to digest, less
likely to cause gut inflammation, tolerable for those with gluten sensitivity these
are just a few reasons why the ancient grain known as einkorn is quickly
becoming one of the most popular grains/flours on the market--not to mention its
sweet flavor and silky texture. how does one prepare if you haven't heard of
einkorn yet, get ready to get excited. easy to digest, less likely to cause gut
inflammation, tolerable for those with gluten sensitivity these are just a few
reasons why the ancient grain known as einkorn is quickly becoming one of the
most popular grains/flours on the market--not to mention its sweet flavor and
silky texture. how does one prepare this ancient grain? popular food bloggers, tim
and shanna mallon of food loves writing, bring einkorn right to your table with
this beautiful whole food cookbook that includes over 100 recipes, all featuring
the world's most ancient grain. recipes are broken into sections including
breakfast, appetizers, breads, main dishes, and desserts, and include such hits as:
vegetable quiche with an einkorn crust, kale salad with einkorn berries, einkorn
cranberry walnut bread, einkorn cinnamon buns, acorn squash and caramelized
onion, einkorn salad, and mexican chocolate einkorn cookies. get ready to
embrace einkorn, not only for its health benefits, but its wonderful taste. once you
try the einkorn cookbook, you'll never go back. ...more
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POPULAR SCIENCE FYI NOISY STARS, FLYING CARS, AND LIFE ON
MARS: 250 BIZARRE SCIENCE FACTS FROM THE WORLD'S TOP
EXPERTS
just how old is dirt, really? are men or women more likely to be hit by lightning?
what do whales sing about? why don't we have our jetpacks or flying cars yet? if i
had to, could i survive on cat food alone? ...and 224 more curious questions
answered by the world's smartest people ever wondered if you could beat a t. rex
in an arm-wrestling match? why men get hit by lightning just how old is dirt,
really? are men or women more likely to be hit by lightning? what do whales sing
about? why don't we have our jetpacks or flying cars yet? if i had to, could i
survive on cat food alone? .and 224 more curious questions answered by the
world's smartest people ever wondered if you could beat a t. rex in an armwrestling match? why men get hit by lightning more often than women? or
whether you could get rich selling your organs on the black market? this
indispensable book from popular science magazine answers these questions, and
hundreds more. the editors at popsci asked leading physicists, biologists, and
other scientists a whole raft of crazy questions, and received the surprisingly
detailed and fascinating answers gathered into this one impossible-put-down
volume. "as someone who makes up facts for a living, i rely heavily on actual
information--especially the provocative, gasp-inducing, brain-firing, hardlycredible sort contained herein--to keep the furnace of falsehood alight. this book,
then, could not have come at a better time. i am throwing it into the fire as we
speak " - john hodgman, resident expert on "the daily show" and author of "the
areas of my expertise" and "more information than you require" "pages kept
grabbing my attention and forcing me to stop and learn more about something i
didn't even know i was interested in." - theodore gray, author of "the elements"
and "mad science" .more
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POOH'S BOOK OF FRIENDS AND FAMILY: RABBIT GETS LOST;
POOH'S BEST FRIEND; TIGGERS FAMILY TREE; WORLD'S BEST
MAMA
children are invited to count from 1 to 102 in this charming counting picture book
based on the disney's live-action film.
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LOST ON PLANET CHINA: THE STRANGE AND TRUE STORY OF
ONE MAN'S ATTEMPT TO UNDERSTAND THE WORLD'S MOST
MYSTIFYING NATION, OR HOW HE BECAME COMFORTABLE
EATING LIVE SQUID
the bestselling author of the sex lives of cannibals returns with a sharply observed,
hilarious account of his adventures in china—a complex, fascinating country with
enough dangers and delicacies to keep him, and readers, endlessly entertained.
maarten troost has charmed legions of readers with his laugh-out-loud tales of
wandering the remote islands of the south pacific. the bestselling author of the sex
lives of cannibals returns with a sharply observed, hilarious account of his
adventures in china—a complex, fascinating country with enough dangers and
delicacies to keep him, and readers, endlessly entertained. maarten troost has
charmed legions of readers with his laugh-out-loud tales of wandering the remote
islands of the south pacific. when the travel bug hit again, he decided to go bigtime, taking on the world’s most populous and intriguing nation. in lost on planet
Readable/Downloadable
china, troost escorts readers on a rollicking journey through the new beating heart
of the modern world, from the megalopolises of beijing and shanghai to the gobi
desert and the hinterlands of tibet. lost on planet china finds troost dodging deadly
drivers in shanghai; eating yak in tibet; deciphering restaurant menus (offering
local favorites such as cattle penis with garlic); visiting with chairman mao (still
dead, very orange); and hiking (with 80,000 other people) up tai shan, china’s
most revered mountain. but in addition to his trademark gonzo adventures, the
book also delivers a telling look at a vast and complex country on the brink of
transformation that will soon shape the way we all work, live, and think. as troost
shows, while we may be familiar with yao ming or dim sum or the cheap, plastic
products that line the shelves of every store, the real china remains a
world—indeed, a planet--unto itself. maarten troost brings china to life as you’ve
never seen it before, and his insightful, rip-roaringly funny narrative proves that
once again he is one of the most entertaining and insightful armchair travel
companions around. ...more

SOCCERNOMICS: WHY ENGLAND LOSES, WHY GERMANY AND
BRAZIL WIN, AND WHY THE U S , JAPAN, AUSTRALIA, TURKEY-AND EVEN IRAQ--ARE DESTINED TO BECOME THE KINGS OF THE
WORLD'S MOST POPULAR SPORT
why do england lose? why does scotland suck? why doesn’t america dominate the
sport internationally... and why do the germans play with such an efficient but
robotic style? these are questions every soccer aficionado has asked. soccernomics
answers them. using insights and analogies from economics, statistics,
Readable/Downloadable
psychology, and business to cast a new and entertaining light on why do england
lose? why does scotland suck? why doesn’t america dominate the sport
internationally. and why do the germans play with such an efficient but robotic
style? these are questions every soccer aficionado has asked. soccernomics
answers them. using insights and analogies from economics, statistics,
psychology, and business to cast a new and entertaining light on how the game
works, soccernomics reveals the often surprisingly counter-intuitive truths about
soccer. .more

THE INFINITY PUZZLE: [HOW THE QUEST TO UNDERSTAND
QUANTUM FIELD THEORY LED TO EXTRAORDINARY SCIENCE,
HIGH POLITICS, AND THE WORLD'S MOST EXPENSIVE
EXPERIMENT]
40 or so years ago, three physicists made the spectacular breakthroughs that led to
the world's largest experiment, the cern large hadron collider. played out against a
backdrop of high politics, low behaviour, and billion dollar budgets, this is the
story of their work and its implications.
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A STRANGE PLACE TO CALL HOME: THE WORLD'S MOST
DANGEROUS HABITATS &AMP; THE ANIMALS THAT CALL THEM
HOME
under the desert's cracked and barren skin, spadefoot toads are waiting for rain. in
the endless black of the deepest caves, blind fish find their way. even in the frozen
hearts of glaciers, ice worms by the billion flourish. in this fascinating look at
fourteen animals who defy the odds by thriving in earth's most dangerous places,
Readable/Downloadable
renowned poet marilyn singer and celebra under the desert's cracked and barren
skin, spadefoot toads are waiting for rain. in the endless black of the deepest
caves, blind fish find their way. even in the frozen hearts of glaciers, ice worms by
the billion flourish. in this fascinating look at fourteen animals who defy the odds
by thriving in earth's most dangerous places, renowned poet marilyn singer and
celebrated artist ed young show that of all the miracles of life, it is life's
persistence that astounds the most. ...more

FIVE POINTS: THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY NEW YORK CITY
NEIGHBORHOOD THAT INVENTED TAP DANCE, STOLE
ELECTIONS AND BECAME THE WORLD'S MOST NOTORIOUS SLUM
all but forgotten today, the five points neighborhood in lower manhattan was once
renowned the world over. it housed america's most impoverished immigrants-the
irish, jews, germans, italians, and african-americans. located in today's chinatown
and little italy, five points played host to more riots, scams, prostitution, and
drunkenness than any other neighborhood in americ all but forgotten today, the
five points neighborhood in lower manhattan was once renowned the world over.
it housed america's most impoverished immigrants-the irish, jews, germans,
italians, and african-americans. located in today's chinatown and little italy, five
Readable/Downloadable
points played host to more riots, scams, prostitution, and drunkenness than any
other neighborhood in america. but it was also crammed full of cheap theaters,
dance halls, prizefighting venues, and political arenas that would one day
dominate the national scene. from jacob riis to abraham lincoln, davy crockett to
charles dickens, five points horrified and enthralled everyone who saw it. drawing
from letters, diaries, newspapers, bank records, police reports, and archeological
digs, award-winning historian tyler anbinder has written the first history of this
remarkable neighborhood. beginning with the irish potato famine influx in 1840
and ending with the rise of chinatown in the early 20th century, the story of five
points serves as a microcosm of the american immigrant experience. ...more

NEED, SPEED, AND GREED: HOW THE NEW RULES OF INNOVATION
CAN TRANSFORM BUSINESSES, PROPEL NATIONS TO GREATNESS, AND
TAME THE WORLD'S MOST WICKED PROBLEMS
over the past few decades, globalization and googlization have kicked off the first phase
of an innovation revolution more profound and more powerful than any economic force
since the arrival of europeans on north american shores half a millennium ago. these
developments have brought us such advances as the web, social networking, 24/7
connectivity, and global markets. but over the past few decades, globalization and
googlization have kicked off the first phase of an innovation revolution more profound
and more powerful than any economic force since the arrival of europeans on north
american shores half a millennium ago. these developments have brought us such
advances as the web, social networking, 24/7 connectivity, and global markets. but the
benefits of all this progress have not been shared fairly among all. it is true that the
elites of mumbai are closer today to the elites of manhattan than they were two decades
Readable/Downloadable
ago, but what about kansas? the hard-working salarymen of the developed world are not
getting wealthier, but the economic elites who have mastered the new rules of global
innovation are. even as rural women in africa and asia have seen their lives transformed
by mobile phones and the internet, the middle classes and blue-collar workers in
prosperous countries everywhere have been squeezed by the new global realities. and as
the first phase of the innovation revolution gives way to a much greater transformation,
america and other rich societies must find a path to inclusive growth or else risk being
left behind by history. all this leads to the central political and economic question of our
age: how can the extraordinary benefits of the innovation revolution be shared more
equitably among all of society? in need, speed, and greed, global correspondent for the
economist vijay v. vaitheeswaran answers that question, offering the essential insider’s
guide to this new world of innovation. drawing on the best of the academic and field
work in this emerging area, need, speed, and greed inspires and empowers readers to
improve their lives, their work, and perhaps even the world. ...more
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THE ATLAS OF MYSTERIOUS PLACES: THE WORLD'S
UNEXPLAINED SACRED SITES, SYMBOLIC LANDSCAPES, ANCIENT
CITIES, AND LOST LANDS
combining archaeological detective work with tales passed down through
generations, this narrative tries to unravel the mysteries of atlantis, stonehenge,
eldorado and many others. 75 full-color and 140 black-and-white photographs.
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SECRET JOURNEYS OF A LIFETIME : 500 OF THE WORLD'S BEST
HIDDEN TRAVEL GEMS (JOURNEYS OF A LIFETIME)
the latest in the highly successful journeys of a lifetime series and the sequel to
the original bestseller, secret journeys of a lifetime offers in-depth site
descriptions; dozens of fun, themed top ten lists; locator maps; illuminating
sidebars; and oversized, lavish full-color images that bring to life 500 novel
destinations that have managed to fly under the radar. di the latest in the highly
successful journeys of a lifetime series and the sequel to the original bestseller,
secret journeys of a lifetime offers in-depth site descriptions; dozens of fun,
themed top ten lists; locator maps; illuminating sidebars; and oversized, lavish
full-color images that bring to life 500 novel destinations that have managed to fly
under the radar. divided into themed chapters, the book features the "world at
Readable/Downloadable
your feet", "last wildernesses", "island getaways", "the road less traveled", "secret
history", "spiritual havens", "hidden treasures", "undiscovered villages", and "city
secrets". this book will also feature numerous short sidebars by national
geographic contributors entitled "my secret journey" that will eloquently describe
and personalize travel experiences for readers and will also provide insight on
bonus excursions near the featured destinations. additional eclectic sidebars will
highlight intriguing ancillary information, including entertaining snippets on the
local culture or history as well as other sights to see while in the area. as with
other books in the series, each chapter contains two to five lists of "top tens,"
shorter features describing experiences in a wide variety of categories, from
quirky museums and quiet city garden oases to atmospheric ghost towns and the
best spots for amazing ocean views. ...more

THE ULTIMATE MEDITERRANEAN DIET COOKBOOK: HARNESS
THE POWER OF THE WORLD'S HEALTHIEST DIET TO LIVE
BETTER, LONGER
more than a mix of rich history, gorgeous beaches, and warm blue waters, the
countries along the mediterranean sea and their people have a history of living
longer and healthier lives and you can too! by simply following a mediterranean
diet rich in olive oil, nuts, beans, fish, fruits and vegetables, even drinking wine
with meals, you can prevent diseases and prolong your more than a mix of rich
history, gorgeous beaches, and warm blue waters, the countries along the
mediterranean sea and their people have a history of living longer and healthier
lives and you can too! by simply following a mediterranean diet rich in olive oil,
nuts, beans, fish, fruits and vegetables, even drinking wine with meals, you can
prevent diseases and prolong your life. the ultimate mediterranean diet cookbook
is the only book needed to unleash the power of one of the world's healthiest diets.
Readable/Downloadable
it integrates the latest research and clinical findings with 100 delicious, authentic,
easy recipes and mediterranean lifestyle tips while dispelling any myths and
misinformation. using the mediterranean pyramid as a guide, cuisine expert amy
riolo gets to the core of the mediterranean lifestyle, and explains what is eaten,
when to eat it, and why. each recipe in the ultimate mediterranean diet cookbook
contains a cultural tip from the mediterranean region. fun historical facts, legend,
and lore, as well as nutritional information accompany each recipe. the ultimate
mediterranean diet cookbook features recipes from all countries in the region to
include perennial favorites, little known treasures, and recent discoveries. get
ready to enjoy a healthy lifestyle that includes enticing, satisfying, recipes- great
for family dinners and entertaining, for any and all occasions, to be appreciated by
any palate. "amy riolo is a true guardian of the techniques and inherent goodness
of the mediterranean life style! her food, her philosophy is an absolute pleasure to
read and consume." - chef jason roberts www.chefjasonroberts.com ...more
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